
 

XIII Rugby Tournament Veterans BP Gas  (Evora) 

 

This communication serves to Veterans Rugby Club Evora (CRE) thank to all their sponsors 

who year after year, most of them from the start, make possible the organization and 

realization of Veterans Rugby Tournament BP Gas 

This year, on April 6th, by its Thirteenth Edition (XIII) which was only possible, once again, 

with the collaboration of our main sponsors, BP and Gasalentejo Portugal, not forgetting also 

the essential collaborations of Publiplanicie, rations Nanta, Agrovisul, Eurocerca, SAPEC Agro, 

Havaneza Optics and Liquor Beirão. 

The organization also had the support of the Amieira Marina, Convent of Tomina, Comenda 

Grande and Ervideira (wines), as well as the cooperation from Fire Department of Évora, 

Jardim do Paço Restaurant and PULSE (nightclub). 

Also important to refer our Media Partner's Diário do Sul and Telefonia do Alentejo as well as 

the presence of Localvisão TV, to the diffusion of this unforgettable day for all participants. 

This Tournament is ONLY possible with our invited Teams like Académica de Coimbra, 

Agronomia, Agricultural Coimbra, Belenenses, Tecnico, CDUP (Oporto Old Greens) Rugby and 

the University of Évora.  

All of these teams quoted Tournament Organization as: “A - GOOD mark! ☺☺☺☺" 

Once again the main goals of this organization have been fully achieved, and this edition 

gathered more than 150 players during the day and 230 people for dinner, in an environment 

of extraordinary friendship and good humor! which was not unrelated to the massive 

participation of the Senior Team, that on this Saturday (late afternoon) beat his rival - the 

Rugby Club Montemor. 

As always, it never hurts to repeat it, there are no winners in this VETS Rugby! Everybody get 

benefits in a day full of friendship, fun and fair play. 

To highlight and acknowledge, the Tribute to Mr. Eng Mariano Costa Pinto and family, who we 

have had the pleasure to honor for his noble and valuable contribution in the genesis and 

development of Rugby in the city of Évora (since 1967, and throughout the 70s, at Regents 

School of Agricultural in Évora) 

Last but not least, the fact that XIII Rugby Tournament Veterans BP Gas, have been the 1st 

tournament  part of National Veterans Circuit, which includes other more, to be held in 2013, 

with the support of the Portuguese Rugby Federation and also part of EVRA LICOR BEIRAO 

EUROPEAN SERIES 2013! 

To all, THANK YOU VERY MUCH and see you next year! 

Évora Rugby Club (Veterans) 


